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CHERN-SIMONS THEORY IN THE SO(5)/U(2) HARMONIC SUPER-
SPACE
B.M. Zupnik
We consider the superspace of D=3, N=5 supersymmetry using SO(5)/U(2) harmonic
coordinates. Three analytic N=5 gauge superfields depend on three vector and six har-
monic bosonic coordinates and also on six Grassmann coordinates. Decomposition of these
superfields in Grassmann and harmonic coordinates yields infinite-dimensional supermul-
tiplets including a three-dimensional gauge Chern-Simons field and auxiliary bosonic and
fermionic fields carrying SO(5) vector indices. The superfield action of this theory is in-
variant with respect toD=3, N=6 conformal supersymmetry realized on N=5 superfields.
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1 Introduction
The three-dimensional gauge Chern-Simons (CS) theory [1, 2] is an interesting exam-
ple of the topological field theory closely connected with three-dimensional gravity, two-
dimensional conformal theories, and topological strings [3, 4]. In the three-dimensional
space with the coordinates xm, the Chern-Simons action has the form
SCS =
k
4π
∫
d3xεmnrTr {Am(∂nAr +
i
3
[An, Ar])}, (1.1)
where m,n, r = 0, 1, 2, εmnr is the antisymmetric symbol, and Am(x) is the non-Abelian
gauge field. This action corresponds to the classical solution with zero field-strength of the
gauge field. The functional SCS is not defined uniquely. It is invariant only with respect
to infinitesimal gauge transformations, but the quantization of the constant k guarantees
the uniqueness of the quantity exp(iSCS) in the path integral of the quantum field theory.
We represent the Chern-Simons action as an integral of the differential form
SCS =
k
4π
∫
Tr {AdA+ 2i
3
A3}, (1.2)
where A = dxmAm and d = dx
m∂m. It follows from this representation that the action is
independent on the metric of the three-dimensional space. The term SCS can be regarded
as an additional interaction of the gauge field Am in the generalized three-dimensional
Yang-Mills-Chern-Simons theory. In this generalized gauge theory, SCS plays the role of
the topological mass term.
Supersymmetric extensions of theD=3 Chern-Simons theory were discussed in [5]-[19].
The simplest supersymmetric Chern-Simons theory was constructed in the D=3, N=1
superspace with the real coordinates z = (xm, θα), where the Grassmann coordinate θα
has the spinor index α = 1, 2 of the group SL(2, R) [5, 6]. The superfield action of this
theory is defined on the gauge spinor superfield Aα(z), which contains the vector field
Am(x) and the spinor field ψα(x) in the adjoint representation of the gauge group. In
addition to (1.1), the component action of the N=1 Chern-Simons theory includes the
1
term
∫
d3xTrψαψα. Hence, the fermion ψα is an auxiliary field in the N=1 Chern-Simons
theory, although this field can describe physical degrees of freedom in the generalized
model with the additional supersymmetric Yang-Mills interaction. The superfield action
of the D=3, N=1 Chern-Simons theory can be interpreted as the superspace integral of
the differential Chern-Simons superform dA + 2i
3
A3 in the framework of our theory of
superfield integral forms [7]-[10].
The Abelian D = 3, N=2 CS action was first constructed in the D=3, N=1 superspace
[5]. The corresponding non-Abelian action was considered in the D=3, N=2 superspace
with the help of the Hermitian superfield V (xm, θα, θ¯α), where θα and θ¯α are the complex
conjugated spinor coordinates [7, 11, 12]. In the N=2 component-field Lagrangian, bilin-
ear terms with fermionic and scalar fields without derivatives are added to the bosonic
action. The unusual dualized form of the N=2 CS action contains the second vector field
instead of the scalar field[12].
The D=3, N=3 CS theory was first analyzed by the harmonic-superspace method [13,
14]. Using the SU(2)/U(1) harmonics [20] in the superspace with three spinor coordinates
θikα allows us to construct the analytic superspace with two spinor coordinates θ
++
α and θ
0
α,
where the fourth supersymmetry can also be realized. The vector N=3, 4 supermultiplet is
described by the analytic superfield V ++ of dimension zero, and the corresponding analytic
superfield strength W++ = D++αD++α V
−− has the dimension one and is expressed via
spinor derivatives of the harmonic connection V −−. It is convenient to build the superfield
action of the N=3 Chern-Simons theory in the full D=3, N=3 by analogy with the action
of the D=4, N=2 Yang-Mills theory in the corresponding harmonic superspace [15, 22].
The variation of the action of the CS33-theory can be presented in the full or analytic
superspaces
δS33 =
∫
d3x du d6θTr {δV ++V −−} =
∫
d3x du d(−4)θTr {δV ++W++} = 0, (1.3)
where the measure d(−4)θ contains derivatives in four analytic Grassmann coordinates. We
note that the equations of motion of the CS33 -theory W
++ = 0 are covariant with respect
to the fourth supersymmetry, although the action possesses only three supersymmetries.
The supersymmetric action of the D=3, N=4 Yang-Mills theory can also be constructed
in the D=3, N=3 superspace, but the alternative formalism exists in the N=4 super-
space [23]. The field-component form of the action of the N=3 Chern-Simons theory was
considered in [16, 17].
The component action of the D=3, N=8 Yang-Mills theory is obtained by a dimen-
sional reduction of the D=4, N=4 Yang-Mills theory. The action 16 supercharges is de-
fined on the mass shell of these theories. A superfield version of the D=4, N=3 Yang-Mills
theory SYM34 was constructed in the SU(3)/U(1) × U(1) harmonic superspace [21, 22];
this theory is invariant with respect to 12 supercharges only off the mass shell. It is
easy to construct a dimensional reduction of this Yang-Mills theory to the corresponding
three-dimensional superspace, but it is unclear whether the Chern-Simons interaction can
be included in this superspace. We should say that the integration measure of the three-
dimensional variant of the analytic SU(3)/U(1) × U(1) superspace has the dimension
one.
Using the SO(5)/U(2) harmonic superspace for the superfield description of theD=3, N=5
Chern-Simons theory was proposed in [24]. An alternative formalism of this theory using
the SO(5)/U(1)×U(1) harmonics and additional harmonic conditions was considered in
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[25], where it was shown that the action of this model is invariant under the D=3, N=6
superconformal group. It is useful to analyze the superfield formalism of the N=6 Chern-
Simons theory in terms of the SO(5)/U(2) harmonics in detail.
In Sec. 2, we consider the SO(5)/U(2) harmonics and the corresponding harmonic
derivatives. We define six Grassmann coordinates of the analytic superspace using these
harmonics and the ten Grassmann coordinates of the full N=5 superspace. The coordi-
nates of the analytic superspace are considered real under a special conjugation. Three
harmonic derivatives preserve the Grassmann analyticity condition in the harmonic su-
perspace. The integration measure in the analytic N=5 superspace has the dimension
zero compared with the dimension two of the integration measure in the full D=3, N=5
superspace. This property of the measure is very important in constructing the superfield
action of the theory.
In Sec. 3, we define the group of analytic gauge transformations using the harmonic
condition of the U(2) invariance for the superfield parameters of these transformations.
Basic gauge superfields of the theory (prepotentials) satisfy the conditions of the Grass-
mann analyticity and the harmonic U(2) covariance. Reality conditions for the gauge
group and gauge superfields include the special conjugation of the analytic superspace.
We construct the superfield action of the theory in the analytic D=3, N=5 superspace
[24, 25]. One gauge superfield can be constructed from two other prepotentials; the action
of the theory contains two independent superfields in this representation. The classical
equations of motion have only pure gauge solutions for the prepotentials in analogy with
the N=1, 2, 3 superfield Chern-Simons theories. The superfield action of the theory is
invariant under transformations of the D=3, N=5 superconformal group realized on the
prepotentials. Additional transformations of the sixth supersymmetry are defined using
the spinor derivative preserving the Grassmann analyticity and U(2) covariance.
In Sec. 4, we study the component structure of the D=3, N=6 Chern-Simons theory.
We choose the supersymmetric gauge of the U(2) covariant prepotentials analogous to
gauges of the Wess-Zumino (WZ) type in other superfield theories. The basic gauge
superfield in this gauge includes the vector field Am and the fermionic field ψα in the SO(5)
invariant sector and also an infinite number of fermionic and bosonic fields with SO(5)
indices in the harmonic and Grassmann decompositions. The component Lagrangian
contains the Chern-Simons term for Am and also simple bilinear and trilinear interactions
of other bosonic and fermionic fields. Both the field strength of the gauge field and all
other fields vanish on the mass shell defined by the classical equations of motion.
In Sec. 5, we discuss another variant of the superfield action for the Abelian N=5
prepotential with the coupling constant of a nontrivial dimension. This action generates
the ordinary Maxwell Lagrangian of the vector field and other interactions of physical and
auxiliary fields. We consider the D=3, N=5 superconformal transformations in the full
and analytic superspaces in appendix. We also define the superconformal transformations
of the integral measure and harmonic derivatives in the analytic superspace.
The alternative formalism of theD=3, N=6 Chern-Simons theory using the SO(5)/U(1)×
U(1) harmonics was investigated in [25]. This formalism assumes introducing additional
harmonic constraints for the parameters of the gauge group in accordance with the U(2)
covariance. The U(2) covariance is guaranteed in the SO(5)/U(2) harmonic superspace.
Another version of the SO(5)/U(1)× U(1) harmonic superspace without additional har-
monic constraint was considered in [26]. This model describes the interaction of the
Chern-Simons supermultiplet with unusual three-dimenasional matter fields.
3
2 SO(5)/U(2) harmonic superspace
The homogeneous space SO(5)/U(2) is parametrized by elements of the harmonic 5×5
matrix
UKa = (U
+i
a , U
0
a , U
−
ia) = (U
+1
a , U
+2
a , U
0
a , U
−
1a, U
−
2a), (2.1)
where a = 1, . . . 5 is the vector index of the group SO(5), i = 1, 2 is the spinor index of
the group SU(2), and U(1)-charges are denoted by symbols +,−, 0. The basic relations
for these harmonics are
U+ia U
+k
a = U
+i
a U
0
a = 0, U
−
iaU
−
ka = U
−
iaU
0
a = 0, U
+i
a U
−
ka = δ
i
k, U
0
aU
0
a = 1,
U+ia U
−
ib + U
−
iaU
+i
b + U
0
aU
0
b = δab. (2.2)
We consider the SO(5) invariant harmonic derivatives with nonzero U(1) charges
∂+i = U+ia
∂
∂U0a
− U0a
∂
∂U−ia
, ∂+iU0a = U
+i
a , ∂
+iU−ka = −δ
i
kU
0
a ,
∂++ = U+ia
∂
∂U−ia
, [∂+i, ∂+k] = εki∂++, ∂+i∂+i = ∂
++,
∂−i = U
−
ia
∂
∂U0a
− U0a
∂
∂U+ia
, ∂−i U
0
a = U
−
ia, ∂
−
i U
+k
a = −δ
k
i U
0
a , (2.3)
∂−− = U−ia
∂
∂U+ia
, [∂−i , ∂
−
k ] = εki∂
−−, ∂−k∂−k = −∂
−−,
where some relations between these harmonic derivatives are defined. The U(1) neutral
harmonic derivatives form the Lie algebra U(2)
∂ik = U
+i
a
∂
∂U+ka
− U−ka
∂
∂U−ia
, [∂+i, ∂−k ] = −∂
i
k, (2.4)
∂0 ≡ ∂kk = U
+k
a
∂
∂U+ka
− U−ka
∂
∂U−ka
, [∂++, ∂−−] = ∂0,
∂ikU
+l
a = δ
l
kU
+i
a , ∂
i
kU
−
la = −δ
i
lU
−
ka. (2.5)
The operators ∂+k, ∂++, ∂−k , ∂
−− and ∂ik satisfy the commutation relations of the Lie al-
gebra SO(5).
An ordinary complex conjugation is defined on these harmonics
U+ia = U
−
ia, U
0
a = U
0
a , (2.6)
but it is more convenient to use a special conjugation in the harmonic space
(U+ia )
∼ = U+ia , (U
−
ia)
∼ = U−ia , (U
0
a )
∼ = U0a . (2.7)
All harmonics are real with respect to this conjugation. On harmonic polynomials with
complex coefficients f(U), the conjugation ∼ acts on these coefficients only, for example,
(zUKa )
∼ = z¯UKa , where z¯ is the complex conjugation. The special conjugation acts on
derivatives of the harmonic functions and allows defining the corresponding Hermitian
conjugation † of the harmonic operators
(∂+if)∼ = ∂+if˜ , (∂+i)† = −∂+i, (∂−i f)
∼ = ∂−i f˜ , (∂
−
i )
† = −∂−i ,
(∂±±f)∼ = ∂±±f˜ , (∂±±)† = −∂±±, (2.8)
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where ∂±i f = [∂
±
i , f ], ∂
±±f = [∂±±, f ].
The harmonic functions on the homogeneous 6-dimensional space SO(5)/U(2) satisfy
the U(2)-invariance condition
∂ikf(U) = 0. (2.9)
The full superspace of the D=3, N=5 supersymmetry has the spinor CB coordi-
nates θαa , (α = 1, 2, a = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) in addition to the coordinates x
m of the three-
dimensional Minkowski space. The group SL(2, R)×SO(5) acts on the spinor coordinates.
We consider the superconformal transformations of these coordinates in appendix.
The SO(5)/U(2) harmonics allow constructing projections of the spinor coordinates
and the partial spinor derivatives
θ+iα = U+ia θ
α
a , θ
0α = U0aθ
α
a , θ
−α
i = U
−
iaθ
α
a , (2.10)
∂−iα = ∂/∂θ
+iα, ∂0α = ∂/∂θ
0α, ∂+iα = ∂/∂θ
−α
i .
The analytic coordinates (AB-representation) in the full harmonic superspace use
these projections of ten spinor coordinates θ+iα, θ0α, θ−αi and the following representation
of the vector coordinate:
xm
A
≡ ym = xm + i(θ+kγmθ−k ) = x
m + i(θaγ
mθb)U
+k
a U
−
kb. (2.11)
The analytic coordinates are real under the special conjugation
(θ+iα)∼ = θ+iα, (θ0α)∼ = θ0α, (θ−αi )
∼ = θ−αi , (y
m)∼ = ym,
(ΦΛ)∼ = Λ∼Φ∼, (zΛ)∼ = z¯Λ∼, (2.12)
where we also define the action of the ∼-conjugation on arbitrary superfields Φ,Λ (z, z¯
are conjugate complex numbers).
We define the harmonic derivatives in the AB representation:
D+k = ∂+k − i(θ+kγmθ0)∂m + θ
+kα∂0α − θ
0α∂+kα ,
D++ = ∂++ + i(θ+kγmθ+k )∂m + θ
+α
k ∂
+k
α ,
D−k = ∂
−
k + i(θ
−
k γ
mθ0)∂m + θ
−α
k ∂
0
α − θ
0α∂−kα, (2.13)
D−− = ∂−− − i(θ−k γ
mθ−k)∂m + θ
−kα∂−kα,
Dkl = ∂
k
l + θ
+kα∂−lα − θ
−α
l ∂
−k
α .
These operators commute with generators of the N=5 supersymmetry.
The U(2) operator Dkl acts covariantly in the harmonic superspace
Dkl θ
+iα = δilθ
+kα, Dkl θ
−α
i = −δ
k
i θ
−α
l ,
[Dkl ,D
+i] = δilD
+k, [Dkl ,D
++] = δkl D
++, [Dkl ,D
−
i ] = −δ
k
iD
−
l . (2.14)
The commutation relations are easily obtained:
[D+k,D+l] = −εklD++, D+kD+k = D
++,
[D−k ,D
−
l ] = −εklD
−−, D−kD−k = −D
−−,
[D−l ,D
+k] = Dkl = Dˆ
k
l +
1
2
δkl D
0, [D++,D−−] = D0, (2.15)
where D0 = Dkk and Dˆ
k
l are the generators of the subgroups U(1) and SU(2).
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The relations between harmonic and spinor derivatives are
[D+i, D0α] = D
+i
α , [D
+i, D−kα] = −δ
i
kD
0
α,
[D++, D0α] = 0, [D
++, D−kα] = D
+
kα,
[D−i , D
+k
α ] = −δ
i
kD
0
α, [D
−
i , D
0
α] = D
−
iα,
[D−−, D+kα ] = D
−k
α , [D
−−, D0α] = 0, (2.16)
where
D+iα = ∂
+i
α , D
−
iα = ∂
−
iα + 2iθ
−β
i ∂αβ ,
D0α = ∂
0
α + iθ
0β∂αβ . (2.17)
The coordinates of the analytic superspace ζ = (ym, θ+iα, θ0α, UKa ) have the Grass-
mann dimension 6 and dimension of the even space 3+6. The functions Φ(ζ) satisfy the
Grassmann analyticity condition in this superspace
D+kα Φ = 0. (2.18)
In addition to this condition, the analytic superfields in the SO(5)/U(2) harmonic su-
perspace also have the U(2)-covariance. For the U(2)-scalar superfields, this subsidiary
condition is
Dkl Λ(ζ) = 0. (2.19)
For the SU(2) spinor superfield with the U(1) charge q, the U(2) covariance condition
has the form
D0Φ
(q)
k = qΦ
(q)
k , [Dˆ
i
j,Φ
(q)
k ] = −δ
i
kΦ
(q)
j +
1
2
δijΦ
(q)
k . (2.20)
The integration measure in the analytic superspace dµ(−4) has the dimension zero
dµ(−4) = dUd3xA(∂
0
α)
2(∂−iα)
4 = dUd3xAdθ
(−4), (2.21)
and is imaginary under the special conjugation
(dµ(−4))∼ = −dµ(−4). (2.22)
Integrals over the Grassmann and harmonic variables have the simple properties∫
dθ(−4)(θ0)2Θ(+4) = 1,
∫
dU = 1,
∫
dUU0aU
0
b =
1
5
δab,∫
dUU+ka U
−
lb =
1
5
δkl δab, (2.23)
where combinations of the spinor coordinates (θ0)2 and Θ(+4) are defined in the appendix.
3 Gauge Chern-Simons theory in the SO(5)/U(2) har-
monic superspace
3.1 Superfield action
The harmonic derivatives D+k and D++ together with the spinor derivatives D+kα de-
termine the CR-structure of the harmonic SO(5)/U(2) superspace. This U(2)-covariant
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CR-structure is invariant under the N=5 supersymmetry. The CR-structure should be
preserved in the superfield gauge theory.
The gauge superfields (prepotentials) V +k(ζ) and V ++(ζ) in the harmonic SO(5)/U(2)
superspace satisfy the Grassmann analyticity and U(2)-covariance conditions
D+kα V
+k = D+kα V
++ = 0, DijV
+k = δkj V
+i, DijV
++ = δijV
++. (3.1)
In the gauge group SU(n), these traceless matrix superfields are anti-Hermitian
(V +k)† = −V +k, (V ++)† = −V ++, (3.2)
where operation † includes transposition and the special conjugation.
The analytic superfield parameters of the gauge group SU(n) satisfy the generalized
CR analyticity conditions
D+kα Λ = D
i
jΛ = 0, (3.3)
and are traceless and anti-Hermitian Λ† = −Λ. We can use the decomposition of these su-
perfield parameters and prepotentials in terms of generators of the adjoint representation
of the gauge group TA, for instance,
V +k = V +kA TA, [TA, TB] = ifABCTC , Tr (TATB) = δAB, (3.4)
where fABC are the group structure constants.
We treat these prepotentials as connections in the covariant gauge derivatives
∇+i = D+i + V +i, ∇++ = D++ + V ++,
δΛV
+i = D+iΛ + [Λ, V +i], δΛV
++ = D++Λ + [Λ, V ++], (3.5)
D+kα δΛV
+k = D+kα δΛV
++ = 0, DijδΛV
+k = δkj δΛV
+i, DijδΛV
++ = δijδΛV
++,
where the infinitesimal gauge transformations of the gauge superfields are defined. These
covariant derivatives commute with the spinor derivatives D+kα and preserve the CR-
structure in the harmonic superspace.
We can construct three analytic superfield strengths off the mass shell
F++ = ∇++ + 1
2
εki[∇
+i,∇+k] = V ++ −D+kV +k − V
+kV +k ,
F (+3)k = [∇++,∇+k] = D++V +k −D+kV ++ + [V ++, V +k], (3.6)
δΛF
++ = [Λ, F++], δΛF
(+3)k = [Λ, F (+3)k].
The superfield action in the analytic SO(5)/U(2) superspace is defined on three pre-
potentials V +k and V ++ by analogy with the off-shell action of the SYM34 theory [21]
S1 =
ik
12π
∫
dµ(−4)Tr {V +jD++V +j + 2V
++D+j V
+j + (V ++)2 + V ++[V +j , V
+j ]}, (3.7)
where k is the coupling constant and a numerical factor is chosen to guarantee the correct
normalization of the vector-field action. This action is invariant under the infinitesimal
gauge transformations of the prepotentials (3.5). The idea of construction of the su-
perfield action in the harmonic SO(5)/U(2) was proposed in [24], although the detailed
construction of the superfield Chern-Simons theory was not discussed there. An equivalent
superfield action was considered in the alternative harmonic formalism [25].
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The action S1 yields superfield equations of motion meaning that the superfield strengths
of the theory are trivial
F
(+3)
k = D
++V +k −D
+
k V
++ + [V ++, V +k ] = 0,
F++ = V ++ −D+kV +k − V
+kV +k = 0. (3.8)
These classical superfield equations have only pure gauge solutions for the prepotentials
V +k = e−ΛD+keΛ, V ++ = e−ΛD++eΛ, (3.9)
where Λ is an arbitrary analytic superfield. To prove this, we study the corresponding
classical field-component equations of motion in Sec. 4. We note that formally similar
superfield equations of the SYM34 theory have nontrivial solutions for the gauge super-
fields [21]. The main reason for the differences in the character of the solutions of these
two theories is connected with the different Grassmann dimensions of the corresponding
analytic superspaces.
We rewrite action (3.7) in the equivalent form in terms of the prepotentials and analytic
strengths (3.6)
S ′1 =
ik
12π
∫
dµ(−4)Tr {V +kF
(+3)
k + V
++F++ + V ++V +kV +k } =
∫
dµ(−4)L+4, (3.10)
where L(+4) is the superfield density of the action.
We consider the composite superfield
Vˆ ++ = D+kV +k + V
+kV +k , δΛVˆ
++ = D++Λ + [Λ, Vˆ ++], (3.11)
constructed from two other superfields. Substituting V ++ → Vˆ ++ in the action S1, we
can construct the alternative action on two independent prepotentials
S2 =
ik
12π
∫
dµ(−4)Tr {V +jD++V +j − (Vˆ
++)2}
=
ik
12π
∫
dµ(−4)Tr {V +jD++V +j − (D
+jV +j + V
+jV +j )
2}. (3.12)
This action corresponds to the equation of motion with the second-order harmonic deriva-
tives
Fˆ
(+3)
k = D
++V +k −D
+
k Vˆ
++ + [Vˆ ++, V +k ] = 0, (3.13)
which is equivalent to equations (3.8).
3.2 Superconformal invariance of the action
The superconformal SC53 transformations of the analytic coordinates are considered in the
appendix. Using these transformations, in particular, allows verifying the superconfor-
mal invariance of the integration measure dµ(−4) in the analytic SO(5)/U(2) superspace
(see(A.16)).
We define the superconformal SC53 transformations of the covariant harmonic deriva-
tives by analogy with formulas (A.18)
δsc∇
+k = −λ+lDkl , δsc∇
++ = λ++Dkk − λ
+
l ∇
+l, (3.14)
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where λ+k , λ
++ are superfield parameters (A.13). The corresponding transformations of
the analytic prepotentials are
δscV
+k = 0, δscV
++ = −λ+k V
+k. (3.15)
Analytic superfield strengths (3.6) transform covariantly in the superconformal group
δscF
(+3)k = λ+kF++, δscF
++ = 0. (3.16)
Action (3.10) is invariant under the SC53 transformations
δscS
′
1 =
ik
12π
∫
dµ(−4)Tr {V +kλ+k F
++ − λ+k V
+kF++ − λ+l V
+lV +kV +k } = 0, (3.17)
where we use the identity
Tr (V +lV +kV +k ) = ifABCV
+l
A V
+k
B V
+
kC = 0.
The transformation of the sixth supersymmetry can be defined on the analytic N=5
superfields
δ6V
++ = ǫα6D
0
αV
++, δ6V
+k = ǫα6D
0
αV
+k, (3.18)
δ6D
+kV +l = ǫα6D
0
αD
+kV +l, δ6D
++V +l = ǫα6D
0
αD
++V +l, (3.19)
where ǫα6 are the corresponding odd parameters. This transformation preserves the Grass-
mann analyticity and U(2)-covariance
{D0α, D
+k
β } = 0, [D
k
l , D
0
α] = 0, [D
+k, D0α] = D
+k
α , [D
++, D0α] = 0. (3.20)
The action (3.10) is invariant with respect to this sixth supersymmetry
δ6S
′
1 =
∫
dµ(−4)ǫα6D
0
αL
(+4) = 0. (3.21)
We can therefore speak on the N=6 Chern-Simons theory in the N=5 superspace.
4 Investigation of the component structure of the ac-
tion
The harmonic decomposition of the superfield gauge U(1) parameter has the following
form:
Λ = Λ0 + Λ1 +O(U
2), DikΛ = 0,
Λ0 = ia + θ
0αβα + (θ
0)2d,
Λ1 = iabU
0
b + θ
0αU0b β
b
α + θ
+kαU−kbρ
b
α + (θ
0)2U0ad
a + (θ+kθ0)U−kbf
b
+(θ+kγmθ0)U−kbg
b
m + i(θ
0)2θ+kαU−kbπ
b
α, (4.1)
where all local parameters a(y), ab(y), βα(y), β
b
α(y) . . . are chosen real to ensure the su-
perfield condition Λ∼ = −Λ. In the group SU(n), the corresponding local parameters
are Hermitian matrices with a zero trace. We also use conditions of the U(2)-invariance
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Dkl Λp = 0 in any degree p of the harmonic decomposition. The local parameters in Λ0 are
SO(5) invariant and Λp contain parameters with SO(5) tensor indices.
We study the component decomposition of the action S2 depending on two prepoten-
tials V +k. In any gauge, these superfields can be decomposed in degrees of harmonics
V +k = V +k0 + V
+k
1 +O(U
2), (4.2)
where each term contains Grassmann coordinates θ0α, θ+kα and the corresponding degrees
of harmonics with the U(2)-covariance condition DijV
+k = δkj V
+i taken into account. The
omitted terms contain an infinite number of fields with tensor indices of the group SO(5).
We note that the N=5 supersymmetry transformations connect harmonic terms V +kp with
different degrees of harmonics. The supersymmetricWZ-gauge of each harmonic term can
be obtained using the transformations δV +kp = D
+kΛp; for instance, the transformation
δV +k0 = D
+kΛ0 = θ
+kαβα + (θ
+kγmθ0)∂ma+
i
2
θ+kγ(θ0)2∂γαβ
α + 2(θ+kθ0)d (4.3)
yields the gauge choice
V +k0 = (θ
+kγmθ0)Am + i(θ
0)2θ+kαψα. (4.4)
The WZ-gauge of the term linear in harmonics contains fields with the SO(5) vector
index
V +k1 = (θ
0)2U+ka Ba + (θ
+lγmθ+l )U
−k
a C
a
m
+iθ+l(αθ+βl θ
0γ)U−ka Ψ
a
(αβγ) + iθ
+lαθ+βl θ
0
βU
−k
a ξ
a
α + iθ
+kβθ+lβ θ
0αU−laλ
a
α
+i(θ+kθ+l)(θ0)2U−laRa + i(θ
+lγmθ+l )(θ
0)2U−ka G
a
m. (4.5)
We note that this decomposition contains the fermionic field Ψa(αβγ) with three spinor
indices.
The harmonic-independent term of the superfield action (3.12) is
S0 =
ik
12π
∫
dµ(−4)Tr {V +j0 D
++V +0j − (D
+jV +0j + V
+j
0 V
+
0j )
2}, (4.6)
where the gauge (4.4) is chosen. The corresponding component Lagrangian can be ob-
tained by integrating over harmonics and spinor coordinates
L0 =
k
4π
∫
d3xεmnrTr {Am(∂nAr +
i
3
[An, Ar]) + iψ
αψα}. (4.7)
In addition to the standard Chern-Simons term, this Lagrangian contains the bilinear
interaction of the auxiliary fermion field.
Bilinear and trilinear interaction terms of auxiliary fields with an arbitrary number of
SO(5) indices can also be obtained from the superfield action (3.12) in the WZ-gauge,
although these calculations are rather tedious. On the mass shell, all auxiliary fields
vanish and the gauge field Am has the zero field-strength.
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5 Alternative superfield action of the N=5 theory
In the three-dimensional N = 1, 2 and 3 supersymmetries, the off-mass-shell vector multi-
plets can be simultaneously used in the actions of the supersymmetric Chern-Simons and
Yang-Mills theories. A dimensional reduction of the D=4, N=3 superfield gauge theory
[21] to the three-dimensional space yields the corresponding supersymmetric D=3, N=6
Yang-Mills theory SYM63 which preserves the automorphism group U(3) and breaks the
superconformal invariance. The equations of motion of this theory have an additional su-
persymmetry [27]. After an infinite number of auxiliary fields are excluded, there remain
the three-dimensional vector field, seven scalar fields and eight two-component spinor
fields, which form the D=3, N=8 multiplet of the physical fields. We do not know how
to construct the Chern-Simons action on the harmonic superfields of the SYM63 theory.
We consider the Abelian gauge superfield in the D=3, N=5 supersymmetry
δΛV
+i = D+iΛ. (5.1)
In addition to the Abelian version of the Chern-Simons action (3.12), we can also construct
the alternative superfield action of the U(1) gauge superfield
SE =
1
12g2
∫
dµ(−4)(D0αD0αV
+k)(D++V +k −D
+
k D
+lV +l ), (5.2)
where g is a coupling constant of the dimension 1/2. This action is invariant with respect
to the gauge transformation (5.1)
δΛSE ∼
∫
dµ(−4)(D0αD0αD
+kΛ)(D++V +k −D
+
k D
+lV +l ) = 0, (5.3)
where we use the relations D0αD0αD
+kΛ = D+kD0αD0αΛ, D
++ = D+kD+k and integrate
by parts. The interaction SE breaks the sixth supersymmetry (3.19) and also the confor-
mal invariance.
In components, the action (5.2) contains the Lagrangian of the three-dimensional elec-
trodynamics and also the kinetic term of the fermion field ψα. In the sector of the SO(5)
vector fields (4.5), the action SE yields bilinear terms of the bosonic and fermionic fields.
Compared with the supersymmetric N = 1, 2, 4 and 6 generalizations of electrodynam-
ics, the action (5.2) contains an unusual interaction of the chirality 3/2 field Ψαβγa . In
contrast to supergravity models, this field arises without additional local supersymmetry
here. The equation of motion for the action SE has nontrivial solutions.
6 Conclusions
We used the harmonic coordinates describing the SO(5)/U(2) space in the framework of
the D=3, N=5 supersymmetry and investigated the geometry of the gauge theory in the
analytic SO(5)/U(2) superspace based on the Grassmann analyticity and U(2)-covariance
of the gauge superfields in detail. The gauge transformations of the superfield prepo-
tentials of the theory preserve the CR-structure of the spinor and harmonic covariant
derivatives in analogy with other examples of gauge theories in harmonic superspaces.
We constructed equivalent representations of the superfield action of the gauge theory
with three and two independent superfields. We showed that these superfield actions
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are invariant under the N=5 conformal supersymmetry and the additional sixth super-
symmetry. We studied the supersymmetric WZ-gauge of the superfield prepotentials; it
defines an infinite number of the field components, including the vector gauge field and
auxiliary bosonic and fermionic fields. The superfield equations of motion of this theory
have only the pure gauge solutions. The component equations of motion yield trivial
(zero) solutions for the field-strength of the vector field and all other auxiliary fields in
the Chern-Simons supermultiplet. The superfield formulation can be useful in the study
of the quantum properties of the N=6 Chern-Simons theory.
The author is grateful to E.A. Ivanov and P.S. Howe for interesting discussions. This
work was partially supported by the grants RFBR 06-02-16684, DFG 436 RUS 113/669-3,
INTAS 05-10000008-7928 and by the Heisenberg-Landau programme.
Appendix. Superconformal transformations
A.1. Superconformal CB transformations
We use the real symmetric representation for the D=3 gamma-matrices
(γm)
αβ = εαρ(γm)
β
ρ = (γm)
βα, (γm)αβ(γm)
ργ = δραδ
γ
β + δ
ρ
βδ
γ
α,
(γmγn)
β
α = (γm)
ρ
α(γn)
β
ρ = −(γm)αρ(γn)
ρβ = −ηmnδ
β
α + εmnp(γ
p)βα, (A.1)
(γmγnγr)
β
α = −εmnrδ
β
α − ηmn(γr)
β
α − ηnr(γm)
β
α + ηmr(γn)
β
α,
where ηmn = diag(1,−1,−1) is the Minkowski metric, and εmnp is the antisymmetric
symbol in the 3D space. The spinor SL(2, R) indices are raised and lowed using the
antisymmetric symbol
ψα = εαβψβ , ψα = εαβψ
β, εαβεβγ = δ
α
γ . (A.2)
We use the notation
(ψξ) = ψαξα, (ψγmξ) = ψ
α(γm)αβξ
β (A.3)
for the scalar and vector combinations of two spinors.
The bispinor representations of the three-dimensional coordinates and derivatives are
xαβ = (γm)
αβxm, ∂αβ = (γ
m)αβ∂m (A.4)
and the corresponding expression for the N=5 spinor derivatives are
Daα = ∂aα + iθ
β
a∂αβ , ∂aαθ
β
b = δabδ
β
α. (A.5)
In the full superspace with the CB-coordinates z = (xm, θαa ), we define the N=5
superconformal transformations (SC53 -transformations)
δscx
αβ = cαβ + 1
2
aαγx
γβ + 1
2
aβγx
αγ + l xαβ − iǫαb θ
β
b − iǫ
β
b θ
α
b +
1
2
xαγkγρx
ρβ − 1
2
θαa θ
γ
aθ
ρ
b θ
β
b kγρ
− i
2
ηaγθ
α
ax
γβ − i
2
ηaγθ
β
ax
γα + 1
2
ηaρθ
α
a θ
ρ
bθ
β
b +
1
2
ηaρθ
β
aθ
ρ
b θ
α
b ,
δscθ
α
a =
1
2
aαβθ
β
a +
1
2
l θαa − ωabθ
α
b +
1
2
xαβθγakβγ +
i
2
θαb θ
β
b θ
γ
akβγ + ǫ
α
a
+1
2
xαβηaβ − iθ
α
b θ
γ
aηbγ +
i
2
θαb θ
β
b ηaβ , (A.6)
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where cαβ = cm(γm)
αβ , kαβ = km(γm)
αβ, aαβ = a
m(γm)
α
β and l are the parameters of
the D=3 conformal group, ωab are the SO(5) parameters, and the Grassmann param-
eters ǫαa and η
α
a correspond to the transformations of the Q-supersymmetries and S-
supersymmetries.
The generators of the N=5 superconformal group SC53 in the CB-representation are
Pm = ∂m, Q
a
α = ∂
a
α − iθ
aβ(γm)αβ∂m, Tab = θ
α
b ∂aα − θ
α
a ∂bα,
Lm = εmnpx
p∂n + 1
2
θαa (γm)
β
α∂
a
β =
1
2
εmnpL
np, D = xm∂m +
1
2
θαa∂
a
α,
Km = xmx
n∂n −
1
2
x2∂m −
1
4
(θaγmθb)(θaγ
nθb)∂n
+1
2
xmθ
α
a ∂
a
α −
1
2
xnεmnp(γ
p)αγ θ
γ
a∂
a
α +
i
2
(θbγmθa)θ
α
b ∂
a
α, (A.7)
Saα =
i
2
θaαx
m∂m −
i
2
θβaε
mnp(γp)βαxn∂m +
1
2
θbαθ
β
a (γ
m)βρθ
ρ
b∂m
−1
2
xm(γm)
β
α∂aβ − iθbαθ
β
a∂aβ +
i
2
θbαθ
β
b ∂aβ .
The local (active) transformations of superfields are determined by these generators
δ¯scΦ = δscΦ− (c
mPm + a
mLm +
1
2
ωabTab + k
mKm + lD + ǫ
α
aQαα + η
α
aSαα)Φ, (A.8)
where δscΦ are the coordinate (passive) superconformal transformations.
It is easy to obtain the (anti)commutator relations of the Lie superalgebra SC53
[Lm, Ln] = εmnpL
p, [Lm, Pn] = εmnpP
p, [Lm, Kn] = εmnpK
p, [Lm, D] = 0,
[Lm, Q
a
α] = −
1
2
(γm)
β
αQ
a
β , [Lm, S
a
α] = −
1
2
(γm)
β
αS
a
β, [Pm, Q
a
α] = 0, [Pm, D] = Pm,
[Pm, Kn] = εmnpL
p + ηmnD, [Pm, S
a
α] = −
1
2
(γm)
β
αQ
a
β , [Q
a
α, D] =
1
2
Qaα, (A.9)
[Km, Q
a
α] =
1
2
(γm)αβS
aβ , {Qaα, Sbβ} = −
i
2
δab(γm)αβLm − iδabεαβD − iεαβTab
{Qaα, Q
b
β} = −2iδ
ab(γm)αβPm, {S
a
α, S
b
β} = −iδ
ab(γm)αβKm, [S
a
α, Km] = 0.
A.2. SC53 -transformations in analytic coordinates
The superconformal N=5 transformations of the analytic coordinates have the form
δscx
αβ
A
= δscy
αβ = cαβ + Lαγy
γβ + Lβγy
αγ + 1
2
yαγ kγρy
βρ + 2l yαβ + iωabU
0
aU
−
kbθ
+kαθ0β
+iωabU
0
aU
−
kbθ
+kβθ0α − iǫ0αθ0β − iǫ0βθ0α − 2iǫ−αk θ
+kβ − 2iǫ−βk θ
+kα
+ i
2
yαγθ0βη0γ +
i
2
yβγθ0αη0γ + iy
αγθ+kβη−kγ + iy
βγθ+kαη−kγ , (A.10)
δscθ
0α = 1
2
aαβθ
0β + l θ0α + 1
2
yαβθ0γkβγ − ωabU
0
aU
−
kbθ
+kα
+ǫ0α + 1
2
yαβη0β +
i
4
(θ0)2η0α − iθ+kαθ0βη−kβ, (A.11)
δscθ
+kα = 1
2
aαβθ
+kβ + l θ+kα + 1
2
yαβθ+kγkβγ +
i
4
(θ0)2θ+kβkαβ
−ωabU
+k
a U
−
lb θ
+lα + ǫ+kα + 1
2
yαβη+kβ
−iθ+lαθ+kβη−lβ +
i
2
η−αl (θ
+kθ+l) + i
4
(θ0)2η+kα, (A.12)
where we introduce the notation
ǫ0α = U0a ǫ
α
a , ǫ
±α
k = U
±
kaǫ
α
a , η
0α = U0aη
α
a , η
±α
k = U
±
kaη
α
a .
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We also write the superconformal transformations of the harmonics
δscU
+k
a = λ
+kU0a − λ
++U−ka , δscU
0
a = −λ
+kU−ka, δscU
−k
a = 0,
λ+k = ikαβθ
+kαθ0β + U+ka U
0
b ωab + i(θ
+kαU0a − θ
0αU+ka )ηaα, (A.13)
λ++ = i
2
kαβ(θ
+lαθ+βl ) +
1
2
U+ka U
+
kb ωab + iθ
+kαU+kaηaα =
1
2
D+k λ
+k,
D+iλ+k = εikλ++, D+iλ++ = 0, Dilλ
+k = δkl λ
+i, Dilλ
++ = δilλ
++. (A.14)
It is easy to obtain expressions for the SC53 generators in the analytic superspace; for
instance, the generator of the special conformal transformations has the form
KAm = ymy
n∂n −
1
2
y2∂m +
1
2
ynθ0β(γm)βρ(γn)
ρα∂0α
+1
2
ynθ+kβ(γm)βρ(γn)
ρα∂−kα +
i
4
(θ0)2θ+kβ(γm)
α
β∂
−
kα
−i(θ+kγmθ
0)∂−k +
i
2
(θ+lγmθ
+
l )∂
−−. (A.15)
A.3. SC53 -transformations of analytic measure
Analytic integration measure (2.21) is invariant with respect to the SC53 transforma-
tions
δscdµ
−4 = dµ−4(∂mδscy
m +
∂
∂U0a
δscU
0
a +
∂
∂U+ka
δscU
+k
a
−∂0αδscθ
0α − ∂−kαδscθ
+kα) = 0. (A.16)
Here we use the formulas
∂mδscy
m = 3kmy
m + 6l + 3i
2
θ0αη0α + 3iθ
+kαη−kα,
∂
∂U0a
δscU
0
a +
∂
∂U+ka
δscU
+k
a = −2ωabU
+k
a U
−
kb − 2iθ
0αη0α − 2iθ
+kαη−kα, (A.17)
−∂0αδscθ
0α − ∂−kαδscθ
+kα = −6l − 3ymkm + 2ωabU
+k
a U
−
kb +
i
2
θ0αη0α − iθ
+kαη−kα,
derived by differentiating the infinitesimal transformations of the analytic coordinates.
A.4. SC53 -transformations of harmonic derivatives
The SC53 -transformations of the analytic coordinate generate the superconformal trans-
formations of the harmonic derivatives (2.13)
δscD
+k = −λ+lDkl , δscD
++ = λ++Dkk − λ
+
l D
+l, (A.18)
δscD
−
k = (D
−
k λ
+l)D−l + (D
−
k λ
++ − λ+k )D
−−,
δscD
−− = (D−−λ+l)D−l + (D
−−λ++)D−−, δscD
k
l = 0, (A.19)
where the superfield parameters λ+l, λ++ are defined in the transformations of harmonics
(A.13).
A.5. Algebra of spinor coordinates
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We consider the independent combinations of the Grassmann coordinates θ+kα
(θ+kθ+l) = θ+kαθ+lα = (θ
+lθ+k), (θ+αθ+β) = θ+kαθ+βk = (θ
+βθ+α),
Θ+3lα ≡ 1
3
(θ+kθ+l)θ+αk = −
1
3
θ+lβ (θ
+αθ+β), (A.20)
Θ(+4) = 1
3
(θ+kθ+l)(θ+k θ
+
l ) = (θ
+1)2(θ+2)2 = −1
3
(θ+αθ+β)(θ+α θ
+
β ).
Including the neutral spinor coordinate, we can also obtain the combinations
(θ0)2 = θ0αθ0α, (θ
+iθ0) = θ+iαθ0α, (θ
+iγmθ0) = −(θ0γmθ+i),
Θ+iα = (θ0)2θ+iα, Θ++ikα = (θ+iθ+k)θ0α, (A.21)
Θ++α = θ+kαθ+βk θ
0
β , Θ
++(αβγ) = (θ+(αθ+β)θ0γ),
where the last quantity is totally symmetric in spinor indices. The special conjugation of
the Grassmann polynomials is defined by (2.12)
(θ+kθ+k)∼ = −(θ+kθ+l), (θ+αθ+β)∼ = −(θ+αθ+β), [(θ0)2]∼ = −(θ0)2,
(θ+iθ0)∼ = −(θ+iθ0), (θ+iγmθ0)∼ = −(θ+iγmθ0), (Θ(+4))∼ = Θ(+4), (A.22)
(Θ+iα)∼ = −Θ+iα, (Θ++α)∼ = −Θ++α, (Θ++(αβγ))∼ = Θ++(αβγ).
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